From field to finish line - We breed for the racecourse

Welcome
to Yorton
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All the Yorton Team are breathing a sigh of
relief after our busiest year on record at Yorton.
Following the usual hectic stud season of covering
and foaling mares we also introduced in September
the inaugural Yorton Goffs UK Sale, we sold Blue
Bresil and purchased two new exciting stallions
Masterstroke and Scalo. All in all it has been a very
exciting year for the Yorton team!
The foaling season started in January and went right the way
through to June. This year the unit was managed by Charlotte
Humphries and Ben Lewis who foaled over 80 mares between them.
Blue Bresil was very popular once again and covered 140 mares.
Lester returned from Australia with new ideas and a lot of
experience from his time at Widden Stud that we have been able
to introduce into our system. Riley also joined the team during the
season and played an integral part in organising the sale. He is
currently in Australia and he assures me that he is gaining a vast
amount of experience - I hope this includes more than just drinking
experience.
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On the stallion front there has been plenty of changes. Although it

We are looking forward to Pether’s Moon’s young stock who will be

was an extremely difficult decision to let Blue Bresil go, we are very

3yos in 2020. Five of them are already in pre-training and training in

pleased that he has moved to our long term partners at Rathbarry

France and we can’t wait to see them on the track.

Stud and I would like to wish them great success with him.

We made the decision at the beginning of 2019 to introduce a long

This gave us the opportunity to purchase two very exciting stallions

term ambition of holding a private sale at Yorton and we are very

- Masterstroke, who covered more
than 90 French jumping mares in
2019, and Scalo, who we have kept
an eye on for some time and who
sired the 2019 Gr. 1 Deutsches
Derby winner Laccario. We feel very

grateful to Goffs UK who became

“Yorton Racing experienced
another great year on the
track with Easysland now the
winner of 6 races.”

The sale put a lot of pressure on all
the team at Yorton after such a long
and tiring breeding season and it is
great credit to them that our first sale
was such a huge success. And I am

fortunate to have secured both of

personally grateful to the Yorton team

these stallions which we believe to
be good additions for the British NH stallion ranks. We are delighted

our partner in this new adventure.

and to everyone who came and supported the sale.

that Gentlewave is returning to Yorton after two successful years
standing at Haras Du Lion.

Looking back over the years I can’t remember another period of time
when it has been more exciting to be involved in the NH industry in

Yorton Racing experienced another great year on the track,

the UK.

highlighted by success with Easysland, who is now the winner of six
races including the Listed Grand Steeple Chase-Cross-Country at

I am very thankful for all the support not only from the Yorton

Compiegne. He is a horse we purchased from Tattersalls Ireland’s

Team but from all the partners, breeders, owners and trainers who

Derby Sale and put into training with David Cottin in France. We also

continue to work with us.

purchased Eeze A Saint from the Grech & Parkin Dispersal Sale at Goffs
UK. He won for us first time of asking at Haras Du Pin over fences.

David Futter
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Yorton Youngstock
Investment
Opportunities

OWN E RS CLUB

Breeding winners is at the heart of everything we do and from 2020 we’re
offering youngstock investment opportunities to NH enthusiasts.
• Various levels of investment available
• Potential high returns
• Social events at Yorton throughout the year
• Get involved and follow the successes of Yorton Youngstock

For more detailed information please contact
David Futter on 01938 559 648
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Masterstroke
Son of Monsun from the
fabulous Urban Sea family.
Masterstroke’s first crop of
runners has already produced
NH winners including dual black
type winner Floridee.

“Masterstroke is one of the most exciting young jump stallions in Europe and he
also comes from one of the best stallion pedigrees in the stud book.” Nick Luck
8

Floridee winner of the grade 3 Prix bournosienne at auteuil

For more detailed information please contact 01938 559 648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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What a year it has been at Yorton Farm Stud, with new appointments,
stallion movements, success on the track and a ground-breaking sale
of young horses.
David Futter’s dial has been set on maximum most of that time,
but it has been a source of comfort knowing that his eldest son,
Lester, has become his business partner and is taking on increased
responsibility. Meanwhile, younger son Riley has also opted to join the
bloodstock and racing world, and is currently widening his experience

Foundations for
a great future

at Widden Stud in Australia.
David says: “It has been a phenomenal year at Yorton, both
challenging and rewarding, with all the usual highs and lows that
come with horses, but a tremendous sense of optimism about the

By Carl Evans
Photos by Sarah Farnsworth

future of the business. We are based in a beautiful part of Britain, the
premises, which are owned by James and Jean Potter, are unique and
second to none, and the market for young jumping horses is holding
up well.”
On the stallion front there have been imports and exports, with
Blue Bresil having been sold to Rathbarry’s Glenview Stud in County
Cork, Gentlewave returning after a spell across the Channel, and
Masterstroke and Scalo arriving at Yorton from studs in France.
David says: “We would have loved to have kept Blue Bresil, who
was owned in a three-way partnership, but his sale has led to other
exciting developments at Yorton. They include the purchase of two
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younger sires in Masterstroke and Scalo.

“Gentlewave stood three seasons here, then went back to France
for two seasons. The timing of his return is perfect for breeders who

“Richard Venn [bloodstock agent] and I looked at Scalo several years

supported him, because the stores he produced in Britain have been

ago – he had all the attributes, being a great-looking horse, a Group

well received and he has sired the Kerry National winner, the Henry

One winner and with a very good German pedigree. There were some

De Bromhead-trained Poker Party, who is a progressive young horse.

jumping winners in his family and he moved like a horse who could

“Part of our policy has been to move stallions around, but that has

jump a fence, although he was not covering big books.

become harder as the demand for Jump stallions has grown in

“When his son Laccario won the German Derby in midsummer we

line with a strong store market. For that reason we are glad to see

were convinced he had to be bought if possible and a deal was struck

Gentlewave return.”

– he and Masterstroke are owned by Yorton and the Potter family.
“Pether’s Moon is really starting
“As soon as Masterstroke went
to stud he was on our radar
because he is a son of the great
Monsun, he is a wonderful

to get noticed, because he is

“As soon as Masterstroke went
to stud he was on our radar.”

model and has a sumptuous

producing good young stock.
French trainers love him and the
youngsters by him that we offered
at the Yorton Sale were very

pedigree being out of a mare

popular. The Potter Family and

who was a half-sister to Galileo, Sea The Stars and Black Sam

Yorton are supporting him as we do all our stallions – between the

Bellamy. Then his stock started appearing and there were plenty

various partnerships we have 80 to 100 mares with good pedigrees to

that I liked. It took a while to pull a deal together, but Darley and Sam

send to these sires, and that is a plus for other breeders. We believe

Bullard were kind enough to talk possibilities and a price was agreed.

that if you stand a sire you have to put your money where your mouth
is, and both partners support the stallions with mares and by putting

“I wanted to replace Blue Bresil with a bang of a horse, and

their stock into trainers’ yards.

Masterstroke is it. He covered just over 90 jumping mares in France
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last season, so there is plenty of stock to come, and he had a Listed

“Norse Dancer is 19 now, our oldest sire and a real favourite around

and Graded winner at Auteuil from his first crop of three-year-olds.

the stud, but we’ll just be minding him.”
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It can never be said that Yorton lacks innovation, and when David

The sale, which was held in September, became a memorable

floated the idea of a sale of young horses at the farm he gained swift

occasion, spurred on by a strong buying bench from Britain, France

backing from Goffs UK. Having a major auction house on side gave

and Ireland involving agents, pinhookers and trainers. All the hard work

the plan footings and a roof, which meant David and his team had

and financial input in the months leading up to the event paid off.

to supply the contents, and they put together a lovely catalogue of
Lester led the preparation of the

young store horses.
Of 32 lots, mainly two-year-olds,
29 found a home at an average
of £24,517. That was way beyond
David’s dreams, as was the sale
of a No Risk At All colt who made
£105,000 to a bid from racehorse

“We keep our feet well
grounded, and in advance of
the sale I was hoping for an
average of £10,000 to £15,000,
so to get one in advance of
£24,000 was fantastic.”

young horses – who were all owned
outright or in partnership by Yorton
– while pulling together a team of
handlers for the occasion, and was
backed up by Rachael Weaver and
Yorton team, who are so important to
the stud all year round.

owner Dai Walters.
Riley used his carpentry skills to build the auctioneer’s podium and
various other stage props, while Birte organised the guests, finding
accommodation for 25 visitors, and Chris Edwards, who had worked
with Dave in sourcing young horses, was a tower of calm strength as
the sale approached. It may have been a fledgling event, but it soared.
David says: “We were absolutely delighted. When you come up with
an idea that is so different from anything that has gone before you are
worried that you are stretching things too far. How will the industry
react to such a concept?
“Goffs UK were integral to the success of the sale. Their involvement
14

Winning races is Yorton’s remit, and while stallions and youngstock
are the core of the business, owning racehorses that help to promote
the stud is another strand.
David says: “We have enjoyed some marvellous results, including
Ch’Ti Diamond’s victory at Sablonne, when the runner-up was
Fusil Raffles, now a Grade One-winning novice hurdler for Nicky
Henderson.
“Virgilio, who has been a flagship horse for us, is on his way back
from injury, but we have an exciting prospect to fill the gap in
Easysland, who is trained for us by David Cottin. A five-year-old by
Gentlewave, we bought him at the Derby Sale in 2017 for €20,000,
syndicated him, and he has now won six races. He is an exciting
cross-country horse that we hope will be running at Cheltenham this
gave it credibility and we were able to stress it was not a farm

season.

dispersal, but a genuine sale of young horses. We put on a
professional event that will grow and develop.

“David also trains Eeze A Saint, who won a point-to-point at Bangor,
and who we bought at Doncaster. He has won for us in France since.”

“We keep our feet well grounded, and in advance of the sale I was
hoping for an average of £10,000 to £15,000, so to get one in advance

Reflections of the year are mirrored in David’s summary of the Yorton

of £24,000 was fantastic. We’ve spent the past five years building

Sale. He says: “It was our aim to ensure people left Yorton with a

up contacts around Britain, France and Ireland, and it was great to

favourable impression, whether they came the day before, joined

see so many bloodstock buyers at the sale. I hope pinhookers double

our evening party and stayed locally, or called in just for the auction.

their money or more, and the end-users – the trainers and racehorse

Hopefully we have a good foundation for years to come.”

owners – have bought horses that win races.”
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Scalo
A top-class racehorse,
Group One Winner.
Sire of 2019 German Derby
Winner Laccario.
A son of leading jump
sire Lando.

“Scalo is a stallion I like very much, and the horse I’ve just bought by him
comes from a good French pedigree. I look forward to training more of
his stock.” Gabriel Leenders
16

Laccario winning the Deutsches Derby Gr.1, Hamburg

For more detailed information please contact 01938 559 648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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In the heady bloodstock boom days of the 1980s, Kentucky
breeders doubtless delighted in the arrival at Lexington’s Bluegrass
Airport of the private plane of Robert Sangster and Vincent O’Brien,
along with that of their fierce sales-ring rival Sheikh Mohammed.
Fast-forward almost 40 years and the ruler of Dubai was back at
Keeneland, his ardour for the pick of the American yearling crop
seemingly undimmed, if his $16 million outlay is anything to go
by. On a ‘dark’ day between Books 1 and 2 of the September Sale,
across the water an auction of a different variety made a successful
debut on the scene, albeit at a more accessible level of the market

Off and Running
By Emma Berry
Photos by Sarah Farnsworth

for most.
For this particular event, Dai Walters proved to be the Sheikh
Mohammed of the British National Hunt breeding sector, arriving
at the inaugural Goffs UK Yorton Sale by helicopter to join reams
of visitors from across Britain, a busload of 20 from Ireland and
a clutch of French trainers. Walters added five youngsters to his
National Hunt string to make him the day’s leading buyer but what
must have been most pleasing to the organisers of this commercial
experiment was the range of bidders in action within the walls of
James and Jean Potter’s historic model farm in Welshpool now
known as Yorton.
British jump racing has seen an influx of precocious French horses
over the last few decades and there was a touch of ‘coals to
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Newcastle’ when the first two lots of the sale were bought by young
French trainers Gabriel Leenders and David Cottin. Admittedly, at
£26,000 and £22,000 respectively, these were not transactions
even close to the six-figures sums which must change hands
regularly in the other direction for readymade French talent, but it
is a credit to the Yorton Farm team even to have attracted French
visitors, let alone for them to have become active participants
within the opening minutes of the sale. Anthony Bromley of Highflyer
Bloodstock was also engaged on behalf of leading French jump
trainer Francois Nicolle, as well as buying a yearling colt for his
longstanding clients Simon Munir and Isaac Souede, who race many
of their horses in France.

“It’s a credit to the Yorton
team even to have attracted
French visitors.”

Former top-class jump jockey David Cottin, whose ascent in the
training ranks is every bit as precocious as the stock he likes to
assemble in his stables, said: “There are two-year-olds and some
yearlings here and for us there’s no point in buying unbroken
three-year-olds – it’s far too late. We want them to be broken in

Racing in Britain has been built over centuries upon solid

and ridden away at two. We actually break ours in as yearlings and

foundations, but tradition should never scupper the chances of

our two-year-olds are already schooling and are quite advanced,

progress. We are of course used to seeing National Hunt stock

especially the ones who will make their debut in March and April.

offered as foals and store horses – formerly as four-year-old stores

“We have such a good three-year-old programme in France with

but now typically three-year-olds. That is progression in itself but it

huge prize money, so there’s no time to lose. Often the horses you

is still not rapid enough to keep up with our friends and rivals across

see at the store sales are too big and not the type to race early, but

the Channel, where it is not uncommon for youngsters to be tackling

there are some nice horses here for us. We’re very familiar with a

obstacles in training at the tender age of two.

lot of the pedigrees in the book and we like the Yorton stallions as
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well.” To that end, the assembling of a catalogue of 38 horses all
owned by Yorton Farm, which had either been bred at the stud or
pinhooked during French shopping trips, was a job well done. The
group of yearlings and two-year-olds was numerically selected and
handpicked to appeal to fellow racehorse owners or pinhookers.
Most of the fillies had the extra lure of being eligible for the Mare
Owners’ Premium Scheme (MOPS).
Kevin Ross, working the sale with Ben Case, signed for a pair of
two-year-olds, a filly and a gelding, both of whom will return to a
more traditional store sale. He said: “It’s an interesting idea and the
horses are very well prepped. They’ve managed to get a fantastic
crowd here in a lovely setting and it’s good to see the French coming

“The group of yearlings and twoyear-olds was numerically selected
and handpicked to appeal to fellow
racehorse owners or pinhookers.”
over. There are a lot of more forward-looking horses – the type of
horse they might like – so it’s a good concept and most of them are
getting sold, which is the main thing.”
Indeed, any sale in the land would settle for a clearance rate of 90%
and, held before the onslaught of the main National Hunt season, a
20
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decent number of trainers made the trip to Wales, including Nicky
Henderson, Warren Greatrex, Nigel Twiston-Davies, Henry Daly and
Dan Skelton. The latter picked up a two-year-old by young erstwhile
Yorton recruit Masterstroke, whose obvious appeal across the codes
should be in the fact that he is not just a son of Monsun but is out
of the Irish Oaks runner-up Melikah, a half-sister to Galileo, Sea The
Stars and Black Sam Bellamy.
Gloucestershire-based trainer Fergal O’Brien is open to a new
approach of training young jumpers but with a sensible caveat.
He said during the sale: “It all depends on the individual. It’s like
children going to school – some will cope with it better than others.
But I think this is a fantastic initiative by Goffs UK and Yorton Stud.
When I started with Captain Tim Forster, we used to bring the horses

regular swapping of stallions and pooling of resources to import

in and break them in as four year-olds. It was always very hard work

French stallions.

but now we’re starting more with the three-year-olds. It’s evolution,
I suppose, and just because we’ve always done things one way it

One such example is Malinas, who was brought in from Haras de la

doesn’t mean that’s the way we always have to do it.”

Hetraie to stand for four seasons at Yorton and has just completed
four years at Rathbarry’s National Hunt wing, Glenview Stud. Fellow

And that in essence is the mindset which has propelled David

German-bred Gentlewave has just returned to Yorton after switching

Futter, who runs Yorton Farm, to the forefront of a vibrant new

back to France for two seasons, and he will replace Blue Bresil, who

way of thinking by some members of the National Hunt breeding

has left Yorton for Glenview. In fact, half of the horses in the Yorton

community. He has been a driving force behind a revitalised TBA

Sale were by stallions associated to the farm.

National Hunt Committee, with a particular strength being to look
beyond Britain to forge alliances with fellow stud farmers in Ireland

“I couldn’t be more pleased,” said James Potter as the sale drew

and France. Futter’s close alliance with Rathbarry Stud has seen

to a close and Dai Walters’ helicopter whirred into action in the
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background. “I’m especially pleased to see a lot of people having
come over from France and Ireland. I hope it has been a good
advertisement for the farm – the sale of stock from some of our
families and by some of our stallions.
“David and the team at Yorton have put a tremendous amount of
work into this so it’s good to start off with a successful sale like this.
I very much hope we will be here again next year and that the sale
will get stronger and stronger.”
There’s no doubt that such an event, just like the now-defunct TBA
National Hunt Foal Show before it, provides as much of a social
outing for Britain’s small pool of National Hunt breeders as it boosts
trade. And that element of fun, as anyone involved in racing should
realise, is an important factor.
“We’re delighted with the support we’ve had,” said David Futter
flanked by his hard-working sons Lester and Riley. “You never
know with a new thing like this – it’s something different – but we
genuinely want this to be exactly what we’ve had here today. “We
want people to come here, we’ll have a party, and they will hopefully
see some nice horses that they can buy at the right price. The endusers can perhaps buy them for a little bit less than they might as
three-year-olds, and the pinhookers can sell them on. Really it’s an
opportunity for people to mix and have fun.”
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Pether’s Moon
Producing outstanding stock already
sold to leading NH trainers
in UK, Ireland and France.
-

Dan Skelton
Willie Mullins
Francois Nicolle
David Cottin
Gabriel Leenders

“We bought Pether’s Moon as a yearling and we’ve already bought a
yearling by him, he’s a lovely horse who’s now in training with Willie
Mullins.” Ross Doyle
26

Pether’s Moon winning the Coronation Cup Gr.1, Epsom

For more detailed information please contact 01938 559 648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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In recent years, the specialised tier that is selecting raw store horses
and turning them into winning point-to-pointers to feed the National
Hunt programme has escalated to a new level.
Like the breeze-up operators on the Flat, these spotters and nurturers
of nascent talent could be trainers under rules in their own right,
but instead forge ahead in one of the riskiest sectors, backing their
judgement with their own money knowing that when you hit on the right
horse the rewards can be exceptional.

Doyle at the Top
of his game

Donnchadh Doyle of Monbeg Stables is a master of this game. Having
started out learning from the best with time spent alongside his
neighbour Colin Bowe, he set up on his own with one of his eight
brothers, Eamon, at his side and another two brothers, Cormac and

By Emma Berry
Photo by Sarah Farnsworth

Sean, in competition.
“We got going with a couple of cheap ones of our own and it took off
from there,” he says.
One of those ‘cheap ones’ is a horse still cited by Doyle as a favourite
graduate, Monbeg Dude. Not only does he carry the Doyles’ stable name
which is now prevalent at the boutique after-racing sales but, from a
€5,000 Goffs Land Rover purchase into a £12,000 Cheltenham offering,
the son of Witness Box went on to win the Welsh National and finish
third in the Grand National behind Many Clouds.
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Monbeg Dude was bought as a four-year-old but three-year-old stores

A classic example is the Cheltenham Festival winner Topofthegame. At

are much more in vogue now, with some buyers opting to favour the

18hh, he towers over his fellow incumbents at Paul Nicholls’ yard.

French method of starting them earlier at two.
“Topofthegame was one of the best I’ve had,” says Doyle. “He’s huge
“I bought a few two-year-olds and it worked out grand but still the

but he came to hand pretty quickly, ran fairly early and went on to the

three-year-olds coming from the Irish sales seems to work the

Festival Sale at Aintree. He just had loads of ability and found everything

best,” says Doyle, who adds that it is not always obvious which of the

very easy.”

youngsters in his care will go on to be the stars on course.
Recent point-to-point winners from the Doyle stable to have impressed
for their new trainers include The Big Breakaway, a €360,000 Goffs
Punchestown graduate now with Colin Tizzard, and The Big Getaway,
trained by Willie Mullins having been bought for £230,000 at
Cheltenham last year
“The point-to-point scene is very competitive in Ireland now but it’s
holding up very well. They are selling from there and going on to win a
load of races in Ireland and England,” Doyle says.
Heading that way in the future will be two horses bought by the Irishman
at the inaugural Yorton Sale in September – sons of Blue Bresil and
Pether’s Moon.
“A lot of them end up surprising us. It’s often the lazier lad that’s tipping

“It was a bit different but there were some lovely horses there and a

away that ends up being the better one but you have to give them all the

big crowd,” Doyle recalls of his first visit to Yorton. “There was a good

chance. You think you like them but you never know for sure until you

atmosphere with lads mad to buy horses. If you have the right animal

get to the races. I love those big lazy types that just jump away.”

you can sell them anywhere.”
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Gentlewave
Derby winning son of Monsun.
Proving to be a highly successful
and commercial National Hunt Sire.
His stock has been well received at all
store sales, and he has had numerous
winners on the track including Poker
Party who won the Kerry Grand National.

“I’m very excited about running our Gentlewaves this season.
He’s certainly a sire we follow.” Donnchadh Doyle
30

Easysland by Gentlewave multiple winner including the listed
Grand Steeple Chase-Cross-Country de Compiegne

For more detailed information please contact 01938 559 648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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norse Dancer
Norse Dancer now sire of 2 winners at
Cheltenham and a Grade 1 winner.

“Norse Dancer should be taken seriously as a leading jumps sire.”
Racing post
32

Norse Dancer’s Multiple Grade 1 Winner Yanworth

For more detailed information please contact 01938 559 648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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How to find us

yorton
TO U RS

Visitors to Yorton will always receive a warm welcome.

Throughout the year we
frequently open our doors to

Yorton Stud, Poolton House, Leighton, Welshpool, Powys SY21 8HJ
Call us on: 01938 559648 Mobile: 07860 670184

pre-arranged visiting groups who
are keen to see what goes on at a
busy stud farm.

Email: info@yortonfarm.co.uk

Directions from Shrewsbury

If you would like to book a guided
tour please do get in touch.

• Follow the A5 bypass in the direction of Oswestry. You will reach a
roundabout with an exit signed to Welshpool A458.
• Take the A458 and follow for approximately 16 miles until you arrive

Liverpool

in Buttington.
• Opposite the Green Dragon Pub in Buttington turn left onto B4388

Shrewsbury
Birmingham

(signed to Leighton).
• Follow the B4388 for approx. 3 miles. After Leighton School you
will see some iron railings on the left and then a Yorton Farm Stud sign
on the next left turn.
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Cheltenham

